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(/)    It is not uncommon to specify that the materials furnished   shall   be   of  well   known   brands,   or the   products of factories or works  of established reputation.    Similarly  it is fc                        sometimes  specified that the contractor himself must show a
f                         familiarity with the work he proposes to perform.    Also in the
matter of stone, for instance, that it shall be taken from quarries which have been in long use, the stone from which by actual use is known to have good weathering qualities*
!                                (k)    Before writing the specification, the engineer must
also have a clearly defined notion as to the amount of   respon-
;                        sibility which is to be placed upon the contractor.    If the engl-
I                        neer prescribes the plan, the materials, and the methods to be
i;|                        employed, he, of course,   assumes all responsibility so far as
1                        these are concerned, and he can not in justice make  the con*
i                         tractor responsible for his own faults.* He should always be
ready and willing to take upon himself such responsibilities
'%'                    pertaining to the design as properly belong to the designer.
'I                     For  instance, if  the  contractor is  held  responsible   for  the i
, f;                    results, he must be given a considerable latitude as to methods* I
and if the engineer prescribes the plan, the materials, and all
the methods to be employed, he can not hold the contractor for
the results, or for the successful operation of the project, beyond
the simple faithful performance of the work prescribed.    In
'; •                    general the entire responsibility for the successful operation of
the work should rest upon the engineer.    It is only in case of
extra-hazardous undertakings, which are  largely of the nature
of an experiment, in which no well defined plan is outlined^
that the contractor is left comparatively free both  as to plan
and execution.    It  is only in such cases  that the engineer w
f                      warranted in relieving himself of all responsibility, and placing
the   same   wholly   upon   the   contractor.    There are cases in
which   contractors   have,   by   experience,    acquired   peculiar
ability  to  perform certain kinds of hazardous work, and who
are willing to undertake  the  same under a  guarantee of sue-
* See editorial in the Enc-incerinK1 Record, February 17,1900, 9

